
Foreword

Hello friends of historical rallying,

Welcome to our monthly news from the world of historical rallying and from RREvents, the     
organizers of Coppa d́Europa and Coppa d́Europa GT.

IMPORTANT - PLEASE NOTE!
Lowest rate 1st entry deadline

There are only about 2 weeks left until the first, cheapest entry deadline. 
Until Tuesday, 31 October, you have the opportunity to enter with us at the lowest rate! Take   
advantage of this opportunity!
The next entry deadlines are 31 December 2023 and 01 February 2024. 
WeWe are very pleased with the number of entries we have received so far and it looks as if we will 
again be able to offer a nice, high-quality international field of participants in 2024!

The route “stands“

Anyone who takes a closer look at the "matter" of hotels and gastronomy will notice that Corona, 
among others, has caused a major cut in the last few years. On one hand, it has cost many         
businesses their existence, on the other hand, a large number of the "remaining" ones have seized 
the opportunity to ".... really grab it". Price explosions, incomprehensible staff shortages, arrogant 
and unfriendly behaviour - these are now unfortunately encountered at every turn......
So,So, it has not only become more difficult for us to find adequate places for overnight stays and 
lunch breaks that meet our high standards that you are used from us.
But, also at our 18th Coppa, after a long and often quite frustrating search to find adequate 
places, we will surely satisfy you in the coming event 2024.

Key data of the 18th Coppa 2024

As announced some time ago, we will visit 6 Central Eu-
ropean countries (NL, B, L, F, D, A) during our Coppa 
next year.
The start on day 1 is in Maastricht (NL), the first lunch 
break in Mettlach (Saarland - D), the first overnight stay 
in Pforzheim (Baden-Württemberg - D).
On day 2, the lunch break will be in Schemmerhofen (near Biberach, Baden-Württemberg - D) 
and the 2nd overnight stay will be in Munich (D).
On the 3rd day, the lunch break will be in Wasserburg am Inn (Bavaria - D) and the finish, as 
well as the 3rd overnight stay will be in Bad Gögging (near Ingolstadt, Bavaria - D).

Bank details

Some of you have told us that although we publish enough information about our Coppa (via 
brochure, newsletter, NEWS on our website etc.), it is sometimes difficult to find our bank        
details for the entry fee transfer somewhere.
Here it is, for all those who have (had) difficulties with it:

RABObank Maasbracht
Stichting RREvents / Coppa 2024Stichting RREvents / Coppa 2024
BIC: RABONL2U
IBAN: NL19RABO0113164181 
 
AvD

We, as organisers, have been members of the AvD (Automobil Club von 
Deutschland) for a good year now. We would like to emphasise here 
that this membership has been very satisfying for us so far!

DCS Overall Winner 2023

As we have already mentioned under NEWS on our website, we would like to congratulate the 
winners Holger Hanle and Sabine Rommel once again. We would also like to congratulate the 
many excellent DCS participants of our 2023 Coppa.

DCS Gala and Award Ceremony

The DCS Gala and Award Ceremony will take place on 11.11.2023 at the Kraftwerk Oberursel. 
AmongAmong others, the organisers of the 2024 series will present their rallies and, if required, you 
will have the opportunity to receive detailed information about the individual events.
You can find more detailed information on the DCS page (www.dcs-rallye.de).


